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Abstract13

The rotation of sunspots around their umbral center has long been14

considered as an important process in driving coronal mass ejections15

(CMEs), but the specific mechanism remains unclear. Here with numer-16

ical magnetohydrodynamic simulations of both data-inspired and data-17

driven approaches, we show that the rotation of a large sunspot leads to18

a CME actually in a way distinct from the conventional view based on19

ideal instabilities of twisted flux rope. It is found that through the suc-20

cessive rotation of the sunspot the coronal magnetic field is sheared with21

a vertical current sheet created progressively, and once fast reconnection22

sets in the current sheet, the eruption is instantly triggered, with a high-23

ly twisted flux rope originating from the eruption. The simulations also24

revealed a slow-rise evolution phase sandwiched between the quasi-static25

energy-storage phase and the impulsive eruption-acceleration phase, and26

it enhances building up of the current sheet.27
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1 Introduction28

Magnetic fields play a defining role for solar activities, especially, solar eruptions such as29

solar flares and coronal mass ejections (CMEs). The most visible manifestation of solar30

magnetic field are sunspots as seen on the solar surface (namely, the photosphere), which31

represent regions where the strongest magnetic field protrudes from the solar interior into32

the atmosphere. When rotating along with the solar surface, sunspots are also commonly33

observed to be rotating around their umbral center1;2;3;4;5, which has been discovered34

a century ago6;7. Such rotational motion of sunspots has long been considered as an35

important process in association with initiation of solar eruptions, because it is an efficient36

mechanism for transporting free magnetic energy and helicity from below the photosphere37

into the corona8;9. Indeed, almost all the flare-productive solar active regions (ARs) have38

been reported with significant sunspot rotations, for example, in the extensively studied39

ARs including NOAA 109304;2, 1115810;11, 1142912, 1215813;14, and 1267315;16, etc.40

A widely-believed physical picture on how sunspot rotation leads to CME is that41

the rotation can build up a magnetic flux rope (MFR, which is a bundle of magnetic42

flux possessing a significant amount of twist, typically characterized by a field-line twist43

number above unity17;18;19), and drive it into some kinds of ideal magnetohydrodynamics44

(MHD) instabilities20;21;22;23 or catastrophic loss of equilibrium24;25;26. It seems evident45

that the rotational motion of magnetic field line footpoints (around the rotating center)46

can increase magnetic twist degree of the flux rope (around the rope axis that roots at47

the rotating center), until it reaches a critical value for kink instability27;28;29. Or, the48

flux rope will expand upward owing to the increase of magnetic pressure as driven by the49

rotation30, and reaches a critical height at which the torus instability20 (or equivalently,50

the catastrophic loss of equilibrium26) sets in. However, none of these scenarios has been51

approved in self-consistent MHD simulations that start from a magnetic arcade and are52

driven by line-tied surface rotation motion. For example, all previous attempts of such53

type of simulations31;32;30 show that the continuous twisting of the core field in a bipolar54

potential field can lead to a strong dynamic expansion of the field, but such dynamic55

expansion cannot be taken as solar eruption since there is almost no release of magnetic56

energy. Moreover, the twisted flux tube can always relax smoothly to an equilibrium if57

the driving velocities are suppressed, therefore without evidence for instability or a loss of58

equilibrium30. There is only one simulation33 designed to show that sunspot rotation can59

cause the arcade overlying a pre-existing flux rope to inflate, thus weakening the confining60

effect on the flux rope and letting it to ascend slowly until reaching the torus instability.61

But in such case, it does not show how the flux rope comes into being, on the one hand, and62

the rotating sunspot does not play a direct role in triggering the eruption because it does63

not energize the key structure of eruption (i.e., the flux rope), on the other hand. Up to64
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the present, there is still no MHD simulation of solar eruption produced directly through65

sunspot rotation, in particular, in the realistic, complex coronal magnetic configurations.66

Here through a comprehensive MHD simulation, with both data-constrained and data-67

driven approaches34, for a realistic event in solar AR NOAA 12158, we show that sunspot68

rotation can directly produce eruption, but the mechanism is different from any of the69

aforementioned ones. Our simulation shows that by applying surface rotation flow to70

the major sunspot, the nonpotentiality of the coronal magnetic field, as measured by the71

ratio of the total magnetic energy to the corresponding potential field energy, increases72

monotonically while the kinetic energy keeps a small value, as the MHD system evolves73

quasi-statically. At a critical time, there is a clear transition from the quasi-static state to74

an eruptive phase in which the kinetic energy impulsively rises and the magnetic energy75

releases quickly. Such a key transition is associated with a vertical current sheet created76

progressively in the sheared arcade as driven by the sunspot rotation. Once tether-cutting77

reconnection35 sets in at the current sheet, the eruption is inevitably triggered even when78

we turn off the boundary driving, and a highly twisted flux rope originates from the79

eruption, forming a CME. This simulation also confirms a fundamental mechanism of80

solar eruption initiation as recently established for an idealized bipolar magnetic config-81

uration36.82

2 Overview of the event83

When first appearing on the solar disk, AR NOAA 12158 is already in its decaying phase,84

but its leading sunspot was witnessed with continuous counter-clockwise rotation for days85

of 6–11 September 2014 during its passage on the solar disk (Figure 1 and Supplementary86

Video 1). As dominated by the sunspot rotation, the coronal configuration of the AR87

is driven to form an inverse S-shaped structure with hot emission as seen in the Atmo-88

spheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) 94 Å image (Figure 1b), i.e., a sigmoid, surrounded by89

cooler large-scale loops as seen in AIA 171 Å (Figure 1a). To estimate the degree of its90

rotation with respect to the sunspot center, we calculate the surface velocity at the photo-91

sphere based on a time sequence of vector magnetograms, and further extract the velocity92

components that are directly associated with the rotational motion from the surface flow93

(Methods). The angular speed as averaged over three days of 8–10 September 2014 shows94

that the rotation is the fastest near the center of the sunspot umbra, reaching around95

2.3◦ h−1, and it decreases gradually to zero outside of the penumbra (Figure 1e). When96

averaged for the whole sunspot, the rotation speed is about 1.75◦ h−1, and thus in the97

three days the sunspot has rotated with a total degree of ∼ 130◦.98

The AR produced two major flares above Geostationary-Operational-Environmental-99
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Satellite (GOES) M class; the first one is M4.6 occurring near the end of 8 September, and100

the second one is X1.6 which occurred at around 17:00 UT on 10 September. The first one101

appears to be associated with no CME as seen from the LASCO onboard SOHO, while the102

X1.6 flare was accompanied with a global eruption of the AR resulting in a halo CME14,103

and our simulation is aimed to follow the coronal magnetic evolution leading to this major104

eruption. Figure 2 (and Supplementary Video 2) shows the eruption process imaged in105

three AIA channels. With about 20 min before the flare onset, a precursor is observed;106

in the hot channel of AIA 131 Å, a few loops in the core of the sigmoid became more107

and more prominent, while the transverse width of this brightening structure became108

progressively thinner, which possibly hints that a pre-flare current sheet was forming109

gradually there. Meanwhile, a set of coronal loops, likely overlying the middle part of110

the sigmoid, expanded outward slowly, which looks rather faint but still detectable in111

different AIA channels and can be clearly seen in the base difference images of AIA 193 Å112

(Figure 2c). The speed in a direction from the flare core to the southwest is estimated113

to be around 10 km s−1 (Figure 3), which is at least an order of magnitude larger than a114

quasi-static evolutionary speed that is driven by the photospheric motions (note that the115

actual expansion speed of these loops is underestimated due to the projection effect). At116

17:21 UT, the soft X-ray flux increased impulsively (Figure 3a), which indicates the onset117

of fast reconnection. Instantly, the slow-expanding loops were accelerated impulsively118

within about 3 min, reaching a speed of ∼ 800 km s−1 at 17:26 UT (Figure 3b and c).119

The peak value of acceleration reaches above ∼ 10 km s−2, which is on the same order of120

magnitude of acceleration as observed in the most impulsive eruption events and is not121

likely driven by an ideal MHD instability of MFR37;38. Then flare ribbons and post-flare122

loops were seen with slipping-like motions, which are interpreted to be a manifestation of123

3D slipping reconnection that forms an MFR during flare39;40, and a twin set of coronal124

dimmings were observed in both AIA 171 and 193 Å channels along with the eruption,125

which should map the feet of the erupting MFR. Although some lowing-lying filaments126

were observed at the flare site40, they did not erupt with the flare. Previous studies of the127

same event using coronal nonlinear force-free field extrapolation also suggest that only a128

sheared arcade rather than a well-defined MFR existed prior to this eruption41;42.129

3 Simulation of sunspot rigid rotation leading to erup-130

tion131

To simulate the quasi-static slow evolution of the AR until its fast eruption in a self-132

consistent way, we selected 00:00 UT on 8 September 2014, a time over 65 hours before133
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onset of the X1.6 flare, as a starting point. We first constructed an MHD equilibrium134

based on a single vector magnetogram taken by the Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager135

(HMI) onboard the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) for the starting time, using a136

sophisticated MHD-relaxation technique (Methods). The MHD equilibrium represents a137

snapshot of coronal evolution at that time. Then, with this well-established equilibri-138

um as the initial condition, we carried out two types of MHD simulations as driven by139

different surface motions specified at the bottom boundary. In the first type, which is140

a data-inspired simulation, the major sunspot is rotated like a rigid body (namely with141

a constant angular speed within the sunspot) while all other regions are fixed, there-142

fore emphasizing the effect of sunspot rotation in leading to the eruption. In the second143

type, we used directly the photospheric velocity field calculated from the time sequence144

of vector magnetograms, thus being a data-driven simulation. Both types of simulation145

demonstrate essentially the same evolution pattern from an initially quasi-static evolution146

to finally a fast eruption, and let’s focus on the first type in this section.147

The evolutions of 3D structure of magnetic field and electric current before the eruption148

are shown in Figures 4 and 5, while their evolutions during eruption are given in Figure 6,149

and the time profiles of the magnetic and kinetic energies in the whole process, along with150

the kinematic behaviour of the erupting features, are plotted in Figure 7. The magnetic151

configuration at the initial time is a sheared arcade core enveloped by an overlying, nearly152

current-free field. As the main sunspot rotates counterclockwise, the coronal magnetic153

configuration expands slowly and the degree of magnetic shear increases, i.e., with the154

field lines in the core part becoming more and more aligned with the bottom polarity155

inversion line (PIL) as viewed from above (Figure 4a). Progressively, these field lines, as156

a whole, form a prominent reverse S shape, which is also seen in the synthetic images of157

coronal emission from current density (Methods) as shown in Figure 4c. It resembles the158

observed coronal sigmoid structure, for example, comparing the last image of Figure 4c159

with the EUV sigmoid as shown in Figure 1b. In the pre-flare phase from t = 0 ts160

to t = 20 ts (where ts = 105 s is the time unit used in the numerical model), the161

magnetic energy increases monotonically with a nearly constant rate (Figure 7a), because162

the sunspot rotates with a constant speed. While the magnetic energy rises significantly,163

the kinetic energy keeps a small value of around 1 × 10−3E0 (where E0 is the potential164

field energy at the initial time), and thus most of the injected energy from the bottom165

boundary through the surface driving motion (which is indicated by the gray curve in166

Figure 7a) is stored as coronal magnetic energy. Moreover, since the rotation motion167

introduces very limited variation to the magnetic flux distribution at the bottom surface168

and thus the corresponding potential-field energy changes only slightly during the whole169

evolution process, most of the injected energy is stored as free magnetic energy in the170

corona. A total amount of free energy of ∼ 0.5 E0 has been stored until the eruption171
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onset at t = 28 ts, and thus the non-potentiality, as measured by the ratio of the total172

magnetic energy to the potential field energy, reaches 1.9. Meanwhile, the sunspot has173

rotated by about 100◦, which is close to that derived from observations (∼ 110◦), i.e., an174

average rotational rate of 1.75◦ h−1 (as shown in Figure 1) multiplied by a time of 65 h175

before the X1.6 flare. If not interrupted by the eruption, it seems that with another 100◦176

of rotation the non-potentiality can approach an upper limit of approximately 2.45 as177

determined by the fully open field43;44. But such ideal evolution is not possible because178

a central current sheet unavoidably forms and triggers reconnection, which results in the179

eruption.180

A clear signature of current sheet formation can be seen in the evolution of current181

density in cross sections of the volume (Figure 5 and Supplementary Video 3). Note that182

the current density is normalized by the magnetic field strength (i.e., J/B) to emphasize183

thin layers with strong current. Initially the current density is volumetric, and gradually a184

narrow layer with enhanced density emerges. The thickness of the current layer decreases185

all the way until the onset of the eruption (see the variation of the current layer thickness186

with time in Figure 7b). At the time of t = 28 ts, the thin current layer extends from the187

bottom to a height of 50 Mm with a thickness of around 3∆ (here ∆ = 0.72 Mm is the188

grid resolution). This is the critical time point when the current sheet reaches beyond189

the grid resolution and the built-in resistivity arises to trigger fast reconnection in the190

current sheet, which initiates the eruption. The current sheet formation is accompanied191

with the formation of a quasi-separatrix layer (QSL45) as seen in the distribution of the192

magnetic squashing degree (i.e., Q factor, see Figure 5b and d). The Q factor quantifies193

the gradient of magnetic field-line mapping with respect to their footpoints, and it is194

helpful for searching topological interface or QSLs of magnetic flux connections46 using195

extremely large values of Q factor (∼ 105). Initially the Q factor distributes smoothly196

with mostly small values. Along with narrowing of the central current layer, there is an197

evident increase of Q in the central thin layer. Immediately prior to the eruption, it has198

Q reaching ∼ 105 and an extremely small thickness, thus being identified as QSL, at the199

same location with the enhanced values of J/B.200

With onset of the eruption, the kinetic energy increases impulsively and reaches finally201

about 0.07 E0, while the total magnetic energy experiences a fast decrease, even though202

the boundary driving still injects magnetic energy into the volume. The total released203

magnetic energy amounts to 0.3 E0 or 4 × 1032 erg if scaled to the realistic value of the204

magnetic field, which is sufficient to power a typical X-class flare47. The eruption of the205

magnetic field creates a large-scale MFR through the continuous magnetic reconnection206

in the current sheet (Figure 6 and Supplementary Video 4). The existence of such an207

MFR in this event has been confirmed by in-situ observation in the interplanetary space208

of the CME from this AR48. Ahead of the MFR, the eruption drives a fast magnetosonic209
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shock, which is shown by the thin arc of the current density on the top of the MFR.210

During the eruption, the reconnecting current sheet extends in both transverse size and211

height, but is kept in the same thickness that is allowed by the given grid resolution212

(Figure 6). If using an sufficiently high resolution, the reconnecting current sheet would213

run into plasmoid instability and could then trigger turbulence, which helps to achieve214

a fast reconnection rate49;50;36. Connecting to the bottom of the current sheet is a cusp215

structure, below which is the post-flare arcade, i.e., the short field lines formed after the216

reconnection. The post-flare arcade and the MFR is separated, initially partially but later217

fully, by the QSL that originates from the current sheet and forms the topological surface218

of the MFR51. The footprints of the QSL at the bottom surface (Figure 6c) consists of219

the footpoints of the field lines that are undergoing reconnection in the current sheet, and220

they are believed to correspond to the location of flare ribbons. Indeed, the shape and221

evolution of the QSL footprints are in reasonable consistence with that of the observed222

flare ribbons in SDO/AIA 1600 Å, by taking into consideration of the systematic difference223

of the photospheric magnetic field between the simulation and observation. By tracing224

the movement of the QSL footprints, one can compute the evolution of the reconnection225

flux, which is the magnetic flux as swept by the moving QSL footprints. The results, in226

both the reconnection flux and the reconnection rate, are comparable to those derived227

from evolution of the observed flare ribbons52 (Supplementary Figure 1).228

4 The pre-eruption slow rise phase229

Although Figure 7 shows a typical slow storage of magnetic free energy to its fast release230

in eruption, the evolution can actually be divided into three different stages, that is,231

a quasi-static phase, an impulsive rise phase, and a slow rise phase in between, which232

can correspond to the observed short period of coronal loop slow expansion immediately233

before the eruption. The first phase from the beginning to around t = 20 ts is quasi-static234

because, on the one hand, the core field expands with a speed close to that of the bottom235

driving speed (Figure 7c), and on the other hand, at any instant in this phase, if we stop236

the bottom driving (i.e., by turning off the rotation of the sunspot), the system can relax237

smoothly to an equilibrium with gradual decline of the kinetic energy. For instance, the238

kinetic energy keeps decreasing once the rotation is switched off at t = 20 ts. In the239

quasi-static phase, almost all the magnetic energy injected from the bottom boundary is240

stored in the coronal volume, as shown by the close match of the energy injection line (the241

gray curve in Figure 7a) and the evolution profile of the total magnetic energy. Clearly,242

the time scale of the quasi-static evolution depends on that of the bottom driving. Since243

we used a surface speed (of about 10 km s−1) larger than the actual photospheric motion244
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speed, the quasi-static phase in our simulation (with a duration of 20 ts ≈ 0.6 hours) is245

much shorter than the realistic one (nearly 60 hours). It can be scaled approximately to246

the realistic one if we use the realistic speed (for example, on the order of 0.1 km s−1) of247

the photospheric motion, but that demands too much computing time.248

The second phase from around t = 20 ts to the onset time of eruption (i.e., 26 ts) is a249

slow rise phase, in which the kinetic energy slowly rises and the magnetic energy evolution250

begins to deviate evidently from the magnetic energy injection curve. This phase is also251

featured by a relatively large speed of 50 ∼ 60 km s−1 as shown in the expansion rate of252

the core field. A more important reason why this phase is different from the first phase253

in nature is that, if the bottom driving is turned off at any moment in this phase, the254

system will not relax to a static equilibrium (for example, see the evolution of the kinetic255

energy when the surface driving is turned off at t = 23 ts in Figure 7a). Rather, the kinetic256

energy keeps an approximately constant value without decay, and meanwhile the magnetic257

energy decreases slowly. Moreover, no matter at which moment the boundary driving is258

switched off, the system will always reach an eruption phase after a short interval of259

evolution (for instance, see the case with sunspot rotation stopped at t = 23 ts, for which260

the magnetic field and current density evolution are shown in Supplementary Video 5).261

These experiments show that the bottom driving is not necessary in maintaining the slow262

rise phase (once it begins), although it can slightly speed up this process. This indicates263

that the slow rise phase is a self-maintained non-equilibrium (but stable) and therefore its264

timescale of evolution is inherent to the dynamics in the corona rather than determined265

by the bottom driving speed. The time duration of slow rise phase is around 6 ts, which266

is on the same order of that of the observed slow rise phase (around 20 min).267

Why the slow rise phase must proceed nearly the same time before the eruption,268

regardless of the bottom boundary driving? This is because the current sheet must reach269

the critical thickness can then the eruption be triggered by reconnection. In Figure 7b,270

we also show evolution of the thickness of the current sheet in the different runs. As271

can be seen, the current layer is continually thinned and once its thickness is below the272

resolvable limit of the grid resolution (about 3 grid sizes), the impulsive acceleration of the273

fast eruption phase begins. When turning off the bottom driving at t = 23 ts, the current274

layer is still thinned although the rate is slightly slower, and the eruption is initiated in275

the same way when the current sheet reaches the critical thickness. In contrast, when the276

boundary driving is stopped at t = 20 ts before the slow-rise phase begins, the system277

will relax to an equilibrium without changing the thickness of the current layer, and thus278

cannot develop the current sheet as required for reconnection.279
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5 Data-driven simulation leading to eruption280

As the second type of simulation, we first derived the surface plasma flow at the pho-281

tosphere and then input the velocity into the MHD model as a data-driven boundary282

condition. Since the AR shows no flux emergence during the studied period, and the283

sunspot rotation is reflected only in the horizontal motion, we only use the horizontal284

flows to drive the model. Furthermore, observations show that there is a large amount285

(around 30%) of flux decrease in the three days due to persistent flux dispersion and286

diffusion associated with the decaying of the AR, we used an enhanced surface diffusion287

term to the magnetic field at the bottom boundary (see details in Methods), which on288

the one hand can simulate the overall flux decrease, and on the other hand can avoid289

over steepening of magnetic flux density at the moat of the sunspot. Otherwise in the290

simulation the magnetic flux as carried outward persistently by the diverging moat flows291

will pileup at the locations where the moat flows disappear. It should be noted that the292

boundary conditions in our data-driven model as driven by the derived photospheric flow293

field do not reproduce exactly the time-varying observed magnetograms at the bottom294

boundary (Methods).295

Results of this data-driven simulation are shown in Figure 8 for evolution of magnetic296

field and current density before the eruption, in Figure 9 for during eruption (and Supple-297

mentary Video 6), and in Figure 10 for the temporal variation of magnetic flux, various298

types of energies, and the thickness of the current layer. The structure and evolution are299

essentially similar to the results of the simulation with sunspot rigid rotation, regarding300

to the formation of the sigmoid, the current sheet, as well as the erupting twisted MFR.301

This similarity of evolution demonstrated the robustness of the fundamental mechanism302

of eruption initiation. A notable difference between this simulation and the previous one303

is that, here both the total and potential magnetic energies decay gradually (Figure 10b),304

owing to the decrease of the total magnetic flux. Nevertheless, the free magnetic energy305

shows a continuous increase before the eruption and experiences a fast decrease during306

the eruption. This evolution pattern is clearer in the profile of the ratio of total magnetic307

energy to the potential field energy, i.e., the non-potentiality. It first increases monotoni-308

cally to a critical value of 1.9, and then decreases with the onset of the eruption, which is309

strikingly similar to that of the previous simulation. Another noticeable point is that the310

timing of the simulation coincides well with the observed evolution; the onset time of the311

observed flare is at t = 65 h, which corresponds rather well to the simulated eruption start312

time of near t = 32 ts, by considering that the boundary driving is sped up by 68.6 times313

(thus in the quasi-static driving phase, ts corresponds to 2 hours, see Methods). During314

the eruption, the evolution speed is determined by the corona itself, so the interval from315

the eruption onset time to the peak time of kinetic energy is around 14 ts (24 min), and316
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this matches closely the observed duration from the GOES flare onset time to its peak317

time, which is also 24 min.318

6 Discussion319

Our simulations, in both the data-inspired and data-driven approaches, demonstrated that320

the continuous rotation of a major sunspot of an AR leads to a CME in a way distinct321

from the conventional view based on ideal MHD instabilities of twisted flux rope. It is322

found that through the successive rotation of the sunspot the coronal field is sheared with323

a vertical current sheet created progressively, and once fast reconnection sets in at the324

current sheet, the eruption is instantly triggered, and a highly twisted flux rope originates325

from the eruption, forming a CME. The simulations also revealed explicitly a slow-rise326

evolution phase between the quasi-static phase of non-potential magnetic energy storage327

and the impulsive acceleration phase of eruption. Such a slow-rise phase is commonly328

observed in many eruption events (including the studied one) for either erupting fila-329

ments or coronal loops but still lacks a physical explanation. Our analysis suggests that330

the slow-rise phase is a coronal self-maintained, non-equilibrium but stable, evolutionary331

state inherent to the coronal dynamics rather than controlled by the photospheric driving332

motions as considered before53. Once began, the slow-rise phase will develop for a short333

time interval (often with a few tens of minutes), even the boundary driving is turned off,334

and eventually transfers into the final eruption. This short phase plays an important role335

in building up of the current sheet, since it accelerates the thinning of the current layer336

that is built up in the quasi-static phase until the reconnection sets in.337

Why do the realistic simulations support such a scenario rather than that based on338

MHD instabilities of pre-eruption MFRs? There are two reasons. Firstly, the rotation of339

sunspot is too slow to form a well-defined MFR in a few days. Observations show that340

the angular rotational speed for many sunspots is on average a few degrees per hour and341

the total rotation degree is mostly between 40–200◦ over periods of 3–5 days1. Thus,342

the resulted magnetic twist by such rotation is far lower than that necessary to form a343

well-defined MFR (which needs field lines winding around an axis with at least one turn,344

or twist of 360◦) and further to trigger the ideal kink instability (which needs winding345

number of more than 1.25 turns27 or twist of more than 450◦). Even though there is a346

sunspot (for example in the AR 10930) reported to rotate by a large amount of about347

500◦ over five days4, there are many eruptions in the duration (AR 10930 produced 4348

X-class eruptive flares and a few smaller ones) and thus these eruptions should release349

substantially the built-up twist repeatedly, preventing the continuous formation of a highly350

twisted rope. Furthermore, the origin of sunspot rotation is believed to be a consequence351
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of the emergence of twisted magnetic flux tube, as created in the solar interior, into the352

corona54;55;56. As shown by many numerical simulations of flux emergence57, the twisted353

flux tube cannot rise bodily from below the photosphere, and the twist of tube in the354

convection zone is partially transferred into the corona through a torsional Alfvén wave355

propagated along the tube, while the sunspot rotation is a manifestation of this twist-356

transferring process57. All these facts suggest that MFR is not easy to be created by flux357

emergence and its resultant sunspot rotation alone.358

Secondly, sunspot rotation, although slow, is a very efficient way of injecting magnetic359

free energy. For example, by modelling of a solar flare from 13 May 2005, it has been360

shown that the sunspot rotation of the source AR dominates the energy accumulation361

for the flare event58. In fact, such sunspot rotation alone can store sufficient energy to362

power a very large flare. Our simulation demonstrated this point more clearly as shown363

in Figure 7a; by a rotation of 90◦ (on average for the whole sunspot), the free energy has364

been increased by over 50% of the potential field energy. As the open field energy is an365

upper limiter, which is around 2.5 times of the potential field energy, this made it very366

easy for the field to reach the open field energy, if the rotation is as large as 300◦. The367

open field is closely related to the building up of the current sheet, since a current sheet368

must be built up before the field becoming fully open, as consistent with our previous369

high-resolution simulation based on a simple bipolar field36. Thus, to build up a current370

sheet needs much less degree of rotation than that for building up an unstable MFR, as371

the former is more consistent with the observation of the rotation degrees.372

Nevertheless, there is also a possibility in some events that the rotation of sunspot373

drives the formation of the current sheet, but a confined flare is resulted if the overlying374

field is strong enough (or decay slowly enough) to constrain the newly-formed, erupting375

flux rope. With continuous rotation, such confined flares might occur multiple times376

and jointly build up an ideal unstable MFR that eventually erupts, as suggested by377

recent observations5. This will need further investigations with future data-driven MHD378

simulations34.379
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Methods380

Model equations381

The simulation is carried out by solving numerically the MHD equations as follows, using382

an advanced conservation element and solution element (CESE) method59;60,383

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρv) = −νρ(ρ− ρ0),

ρ
dv

dt
= −∇p+ J×B+ ρg +∇ · (νρ∇v),

∂B

∂t
= ∇× (v ×B),

∂T

∂t
+∇ · (Tv) = (2− γ)T∇ · v. (1)

where the electric current density J = ∇ × B, ν is the kinetic viscosity, and γ is the384

adiabatic index. Note that the equations are written in non-dimensionalized form with385

all variables normalized by their typical values at the base of the corona, which are,386

respectively, density ρs = 2.29 × 10−15 g cm−3, temperature Ts = 106 K, velocity vs =387

110 km s−1, magnetic field Bs = 1.86 G, length Ls = 11.52 Mm, and time ts = 105 s.388

In this simulation, an artificial source term−νρ(ρ−ρ0) has been added to the continuity
equation (i.e., the first equation in Equations (1), where ρ0 is the density at the initial time
t = 0, and νρ is a prescribed coefficient given as νρ = 0.05vA (vA = B/

√
ρ is the Alfvén

speed). This term is used to avoid ever decreasing of the density in the strong magnetic
field region, an issue often encountered in simulations handling very large magnetic field
gradients and at the same time with very low plasma β 61. It can maintain the maximum
Alfvén speed in a reasonable level, which may otherwise increase and make the iteration
time step smaller and smaller and the long-term simulation unmanageable. This source
term is actually a Newton relaxation of the density to its initial value by a time scale of

τρ =
1

νρ
= 20τA, (2)

where τA = 1/vA is the Alfvén time with length of 1 (the length unit Ls). Thus it is389

sufficiently large to avoid influence on the fast dynamics of Alfvénic time scales.390

Similar to our previous works36;61, we chose to not use explicit resistivity in the magnet-391

ic induction equation, but magnetic reconnection can still be triggered through numerical392

diffusion when a current layer is sufficiently narrow with thickness close to the grid reso-393

lution. By this, we achieved an effective resistivity as small as we can with a given grid394
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resolution, and also mimicked the current-density-dependent resistivity as required for395

fast Petscheck-type reconnection. For simplicity, the adiabatic index is set as γ = 1 in the396

energy (or temperature) equation, which thus reduces to an isothermal process. Although397

in this case we can simply discard the energy equation by setting the temperature as a398

constant, we still keep the full set of equations in our code and can thus describe either the399

isothermal or adiabatic process by choosing particular values of γ. The kinetic viscosity400

ν is given with different values when needed, which is described in the following sections.401

Construction of an initial MHD equilibrium402

To initialize the surface flow-driven simulations, an MHD equilibrium is constructed based403

on the SDO/HMI vector magnetogram taken for time of 00:00 UT on 8 September 2014.404

Such an equilibrium is assumed to exist when the corona is not in the eruptive stage,405

and is crucial for starting our subsequent surface flow-driven evolution. Beforehand we406

preprocessed the vector magnetogram use a method developed in ref.62 and further s-407

moothed all the three components of the magnetic field using Gaussian smoothing with408

FWHM of 6 arcsec. This is done for two reasons: on the one hand, the preprocessing409

minimizes the photospheric Lorentz force contained in the vector magnetogram, which is410

helpful for reaching a more force-free equilibrium state63; on the other hand, the smooth-411

ing effectively filters out the small-scale magnetic structures that cannot be sufficiently412

resolved in our simulation, and it also mimics the effect of magnetic field expansion from413

the photosphere to the base of the corona64, since the lower boundary of our simulation414

is assumed to be the coronal base rather than directly the photosphere65;66.415

We constructed the MHD equilibrium based on an MHD-relaxation approach consist-416

ing of two steps61. In the first step, a potential magnetic field Bpot extrapolated from417

the vertical component (i.e., Bz) of the preprocessed and smoothed vector magnetogram418

(Bx,By,Bz), along with an initial plasma as the background atmosphere were input in-419

to the MHD model. For the initial plasma, we used an isothermal gas in hydrostatic420

equilibrium. It is stratified by solar gravity with a density ρ = 1 at the bottom and a421

uniform temperature of T = 1. With the plasma configured by typical coronal density422

and temperature, we chose to reduce the original magnetic field strength by a factor of 20,423

such that the maximum of magnetic field strength in normalized value is approximately424

50 ∼ 100 in the model. If using the original values of magnetic field, its strength (and425

the characteristic Alfvén speed) near the lower surface is too large, and will put a too426

heavy burden on computation since the time step of our simulation is limited by the CFL427

condition.428

With these initial conditions, we modified the transverse magnetic fields on the bottom429

boundary incrementally in time (using linear extrapolation with a duration of t = 1) from430
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that of the potential field Bpot to that of the vector magetogram (Bx,By,Bz). The process431

drives the coronal magnetic field to evolve away from the initial potential state, since the432

change of the transverse field injects electric currents and thus Lorentz forces, which induce433

motions in the computational volume. In this phase all other variables on the bottom434

boundary are simply fixed, thus the plasma remains to be motionless there. Although435

this procedure is somewhat un-physical since the Lorentz force will also introduce nonzero436

flows on the bottom boundary, it provides a simple and ‘safe’ way (avoiding numerical437

instability) to bring the transverse magnetic field into the MHD model. Once the magnetic438

field on the bottom surface is identical to that of (Bx,By,Bz), the MHD system is then439

allowed to relax to an equilibrium with all the variables (including the magnetic field)440

on the bottom boundary fixed. To avoid a too large velocity in this phase such that the441

system can relax fast, we set a relatively large kinetic viscosity coefficient, which is given442

by ν = 0.5∆x2/∆t (where ∆x is the local grid spacing and ∆t the local time step as443

determined by the CFL condition with the fastest magnetosonic speed). Actually this444

is the largest viscosity one can use with a given grid size ∆x and time step ∆t, because445

the CFL condition for a purely diffusive equation with diffusion coefficient ν requires446

∆t ≤ 0.5∆x2/ν. The relaxation phase takes a time of t = 20 with the average relative447

residual of magnetic field in the whole volume between two consecutive time steps reduced448

to a sufficiently small level of below 10−5.449

In the second step, we carried out a ‘deeper’ relaxation by running the model again
but started with the relaxed magnetic field obtained in the first step and the initially
hydrostatic plasma. We reduced the kinetic viscosity to ν = 0.05∆x2/∆t, i.e., an order
of magnitude smaller than that used in the first step, which corresponds to a Reynolds
number of 10 for the length of a grid cell ∆x. Furthermore, the magnetic field at the
bottom boundary is allowed to evolve in a self-consistent way with assumptions that the
bottom boundary is a perfectly line-tying and fixed (i.e., v = 0) surface of magnetic
field lines. Note that such a line-tying condition does not indicate that all magnetic field
components on the boundary are fixed, because even though the velocity v is given as
zero on the bottom boundary, it is not necessarily zero in the neighboring inner points.
To self-consistently update the magnetic field, we solve the magnetic induction equation
on the bottom boundary. Slightly different from the one in the main equations (1), the
induction equation at the bottom surface is given by

∂B

∂t
= ∇× (v ×B) + ηp∇2

⊥
B, (3)

where we added a surface diffusion term defined by a surface Laplace operator as ∇2
⊥
=450

∂2

∂x2 +
∂2

∂y2
with a small resistivity for numerical stability near the PIL ηp = 1× 10−3e−B2

z ,451

since the photospheric magnetic fields often have the strongest gradient across the main452
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PIL. The surface induction Equation (3) in the code is realized by second-order difference453

in space and first-order forward difference in time. Specifically, on the bottom boundary454

(we do not use ghost cell), we first compute v × B, and then use central difference in455

horizontal direction and one-sided difference (also 2nd order) in the vertical direction to456

compute the convection term ∇× (v×B). The surface Laplace operator is also realized457

by central difference.458

Supplementary Figure 2a and b shows the 3D magnetic field lines of the final relaxed459

MHD equilibrium, which has a small ratio of kinetic energy to magnetic energy of below460

10−3. Note that the field lines are pseudo-colored by the values of the force-free factor461

defined as α = J ·B/B2, which indicates how much the field lines are non-potential. For462

a force-free field, this parameter is constant along any given field line. As can be seen,463

the magnetic field is close to a force-free one since the color is nearly the same along any464

single field line. In the core of the configuration, the field lines are sheared significantly465

along the PIL, thus having large values of α and current density. On the other hand,466

the overlying field is almost current-free or quasi-potential field with α ∼ 0, and it plays467

the role of strapping field that confines the inner sheared core. Supplementary Figure 2c468

shows the profile of plasma β and Alfvén speed with height, as an example, along a469

vertical line with footpoint at the center of the main sunspot. The largest Alfvén speed is470

more than 6× 103 km s−1, and the plasma β is mostly smaller than unity below 300 Mm471

with the smallest value of 5× 10−4, therefore characterizing well the essential conditions472

of dynamics in the corona, i.e., very large Alfvén speed and low plasma β.473

Rigid rotation of the sunspot474

The surface rigid rotation of the sunspot with respect to its surrounding field is applied
with a velocity profile defined by

vx = −ω(y − yc), vy = ω(x− xc) (4)

where the rotating center (xc, yc) is defined to be a point in the sunspot with the largest475

Bz, and the angular speed ω is a constant (positive, thus rotating counter-clockwise)476

within a radius of 10 arcsec from the rotating center, and then decreases linearly to zero477

at a radius of 35 arcsec. The value of ω is scaled such that the maximum value of the478

surface speed is 10 km s−1. Supplementary Figure 2d shows the distribution of the surface479

flow. The implementation of the bottom boundary conditions is the same as that for the480

second step (the deeper relaxation phase) described in ‘Construction of an initial MHD481

equilibrium’. That is, on the bottom surface, we solved the Equation (3) to update all482

the three components of magnetic field with the flow field prescribed by those defined in483

Equation (4), while the plasma density and temperature are simply fixed.484
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Photospheric velocity recovering and data-driven simulation485

Without a direct observation, the surface velocity at the photosphere is often derived486

from the time series data of vector magnetograms, and we used such a velocity-recovering487

method called DAVE4VM67. It is a differential affine velocity estimator (DAVE) designed488

for vector magnetogram (VM), which uses a variational principle to minimize statistically489

deviations in the magnitude of the magnetic induction equation. The vector magne-490

tograms are provide by the SDO/HMI SHARP data with cadence of 12 minutes and pixel491

size of 1 arcsec (by rebinning the original data with pixel size of 0.5 arcsec). Since there492

are a few time gaps in our studied time interval, we first filled the data gap using linear493

interpolation in the time domain to generate a complete time series from 00:00 UT on 8494

September 2014 to 24:00 UT on 10 September 2014. Then we input the time series of495

vector magnetogram into the DAVE4VM code. We set the window size of sampling, a496

key parameter in the DAVE4VM code, as its optimized value of 19 pixels68;69.497

After obtaining the surface velocity, we made a correction by removing the velocity498

component parallel to the magnetic field, since this field-aligned velocity is artificial and499

makes no contribution in the magnetic induction equation. To reduce the data noises,500

the time series of flow maps are smoothed in both the time and space domains, with a501

Gaussian FWHM of 2 hours for time (i.e., 10 times of the data cadence) and 6 arcsec for502

both x and y directions, respectively, and are finally entered into the data-driven model.503

Figure 1d shows a snapshot of the surface velocity after this smoothing. The speed of the504

flow is generally a few hundreds of meters per second and the main feature is a clear and505

persistent rotation of the main sunspot. Note that during the three days the basic config-506

uration of the photospheric magnetic flux distribution is rather similar with only gradual507

dispersion as small magnetic flux fragments, known as moving magnetic features70, move508

outward from the sunspots as advected by the moat flow (i.e., the diverging flow existing509

persistently in the periphery of the sunspot). So the magnetic energy injection should510

come mainly from the transverse rotational flows.511

Here to save computing time, the cadence of the input flow maps, which is originally512

12 min, was increased by 68.6 times when inputting into the MHD model. This means513

that a unit of time in the simulation, ts, corresponds to actually ts× 68.6 = 7200 s, i.e., 2514

hours, in the HMI data. Compressing of the time in HMI data is justified by the fact that515

the speed of photospheric flows is often a few of 102 m s−1. So in our model settings, the516

evolution speed of the boundary field, even enhanced by a factor of 68.6, is still smaller by517

two orders of magnitude than the coronal Alfvén speed (on the order of 103 km s−1), and518

the quick reaction of the coronal field to the slow bottom changes should not be affected.519

The implementation of the bottom boundary conditions is the same as that for the
simulation driven by sunspot rigid rotation, except that here an enhanced surface diffusion
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of magnetic field dependent on the local field strength is applied by

ηp = 2× 10−3 +

{
(

B
100

)2 × 10−2 ; B ≤ 100
10−2 ; B ≥ 100

(5)

Such an enhanced diffusion term is used mainly to avoid a too large magnetic flux density520

accumulated at the moat of the sunspot.521

It should be noted that the data-driven simulation cannot reproduce exactly the evolu-522

tion of the photospheric magnetic field (in its three components) for mainly two reasons.523

The first one is the omission of the vertical component of the photospheric velocity in524

the simulation. The second one is the inherent limitation of the DAVE4VM code and525

also similar flow tracking methods, since the derived velocity (along with the magnetic526

field) only approximately satisfies the vertical component of the magnetic induction equa-527

tion, and moreover the equation is used in a statistical way rather than a point-by-point528

sense67.529

Grid setting and numerical boundary conditions530

For the purpose of minimizing the influences introduced by the side and top numerical531

boundaries of the computational volume, we used a sufficiently large box of (−32,−32, 0) <532

(x, y, z) < (32, 32, 64) embedding the field of view of the magnetogram of (−8.75,−8.25) <533

(x, y) < (8.75, 8.25). The full computational volume is resolve by a non-uniform block-534

structured grid with adaptive mesh refinement (AMR), in which the highest and lowest535

resolution are ∆x = ∆y = ∆z = 1/16 (corresponding to 1 arcsec or 720 km, matching536

the resolution of the vector magnetogram) and 1/2, respectively. The AMR is controlled537

to resolve with the smallest grids the regions of strong magnetic gradients and current538

density, particularly near the current sheet. The magnetic field outside of the area of539

the magnetograms on the lower boundary is given as zero for the vertical component540

and simply fixed as the potential field for the transverse components. On the side and541

top boundaries, we fixed the plasma density, temperature, and velocity. The horizontal542

components of magnetic field are linearly extrapolated from the inner points, while the543

normal component is modified according to the divergence-free condition to avoid numer-544

ical errors of magnetic divergence accumulated on these boundaries. Furthermore, the545

simulation runs are stopped before the disturbance by the eruption reaches any of these546

boundaries to minimize the influence of these numerical boundaries on the computation.547
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Estimation of sunspot rotation548

Based on the photospheric surface velocity as derived, the rotational speed is estimated in
the following way. We first extract the velocity components relevant only to the rotational
motion from the surface horizontal velocity v by decomposing it as

v = v1 + v2 = ∇× p+∇q, (6)

where the curl-free part v2 = ∇q is obtained by solving a Poisson equation ∇2q = ∇ · v,
and then the divergence-free part is v1 = ∇ × p = v − v2. The rotational flow of the
sunspot is contained only in the divergence-free field v1. Then we estimated the time
average of the rotational flow of three days by simply averaging the field v1 in each
pixel using the three-day data of 8–10 September 2014. Supplementary Figure 3a gives
the distribution of the averaged v1. As can be seen, the rotating center is close to the
location with the maximum magnetic flux density in the sunspot (also on time average).
With this averaged flow field, we further calculated the rotational rate, i.e., the angular
speed of the sunspot with respect to the rotating center. As shown in Supplementary
Figure 3b, we sampled in total 100 radial lines with different azimuthal angle ϕ (evenly
distributed from 0 to 2π) from the center of rotation, and got the rotational velocity
vφ(r, ϕ) on these radial lines. Then the average angular speed is

ω(r) =
1

2π

∫

vφ(r, ϕ)

r
dϕ, (7)

which shows that the angular speed is largest with value of 2.5◦ h−1 in the rotation center,549

and gradually decreases to zero at a radial distance of 25 Mm. Our result of the total550

rotation degree for the three days from 8–10 September 2014 agrees well with the value551

obtained from other independent methods for the same sunspot71;14.552

Synthetic images of coronal emission from current density553

The synthetic images of coronal EUV emission are generated using a method similar to554

that proposed in ref72. Since it is commonly believed that the coronal loops generally555

reflect the structure of the magnetic field lines rooted in the photosphere, we first traced556

a sufficiently large number (∼ 106) of field lines with their footpoints uniformly distributed557

at the bottom surface. All the field lines are traced with fixed step of 720 km. Then on558

each field line, all the line segments are assigned with a proxy value of emission intensity559

represented by the averaged square of current density along this field line, by simply560

assuming that the Ohmic dissipation of the currents heats the corona. Finally, the total561
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emission along the line of sight (here simply along the z axis) is obtained by integrating562

all the emission intensity along the z axis, which forms the final synthetic image.563
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Figure 1: Observation of coronal structure and the rotational sunspot in
AR 12158. a, Full-disk image of the Sun taken by SDO/AIA in 171 Å channel at
10 min before onset of the X1.6 flare. The boxed region denotes the location of the target
AR. b, The enlarged view of the AR in SDO/AIA 94 Å channel which presents a coronal
sigmoid with reverse S shape. The colored curves are shown for the contour lines of the
vertical magnetic field Bz, with red (blue) representing Bz = 1000 (−1000) G. c, Vector
magnetogram observed by SDO/HMI at two days before the flare. The arrows show the
horizontal field components with blue (red) in region of Bz > 0 (< 0). d, Surface velocity
field (the vectors colored in green) overlaid on the SDO/HMI continuum image of the
AR. The main sunspot is denoted by the circle with a radius of 20 Mm. e, Profile of
the angular speed at different radial distance from the rotation center. Here the angular
speed is averaged for three days of 8–10 September 2014. The red line denotes the edge
of the sunspot at 20 Mm, and the blue line denotes the angular speed of 1.75◦ h−1, which
is averaged value within the radial distance of 0 to 20 Mm and thus approximates the
rotation rate of the sunspot as a whole. f, 3D shape of the trajectories of the surface flow
with the z axis representing time direction, and the color also denotes time. The bottom
and top surfaces represent the magnetogram observed at 00:00 UT on 7 and 00:00 UT on
11 of September 2014, respectively.
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Figure 2: EUV images of the X1.6 flare taken by SDO/AIA. a, Images in 171 Å
channel. b, 131 Å channel, with a smaller field of view (as denoted by the dashed box in
a) to show the core region of the flare site. c, Base difference images of the 193 Å channel.
The yellow line denotes the slit for which the time-distance map in Figure 3b is shown.
The red arrows show the moving of an erupting loop-like structure that experienced first
a slow rise well before (for around 20 min) the flare onset time and then an impulsive
acceleration in the first few minutes during the flare, with more details shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Slow rise and impulsive acceleration of the erupting coronal loops.
a, GOES soft X-ray flux observed in the time period around the X1.6 flare. The vertical
dashed line denotes the start of the fast rise of the flux. The horizontal dashed line denotes
the level of flux that is defined for flare reaching X class. b, Time-distance stack plot for
the slit as shown in Figure 2c. The plus signs overlaid are sampled to get the data of time
and distance of the erupting loop-like structure, which shows first a slow rise and then an
impulsive acceleration. The average speeds of the slow rise phase and the eruption phase
are denoted by the green dashed lines. c, Evaluation of velocity and acceleration of the
erupting structure as shown in b based on the sampled data points.
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Figure 4: Pre-eruption evolution of magnetic field and current density in the
simulation with rigid rotation of the sunspot. a, Top view of sampled magnetic
field lines. The coloured thick curves represent magnetic field lines, and the colours denote
the value of the nonlinear force-free factor defined as α = J ·B/B2 where J is the current
density and B is the magnetic field. The background shows the magnetic flux distribution
on the bottom surface. Note that at different times, the field lines are traced from the
same set of footpoints from the negative polarities, since they are fixed without surface
motion during the simulation with the rigid rotation. Ls = 11.52 Mm is the length
unit, ts = 105 s the time unit, and Bs = 1.86 G the magnetic field strength unit. b,
3D prospective view of the same field lines shown in a. c, Synthetic images of coronal
emission from current density.
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Figure 5: Formation of the current sheet in the pre-eruption evolution phase of
sunspot rigid-rotation simulation. a, Vertical cross-section of the normalized current
density, namely, J/B. b, Distribution of magnetic squashing degree (i.e., Q factor) on
the same slice of a. c, Horizontal cross-section of the normalized current density at a
fixed height of z = 3Ls. d, Distribution of Q factor on the same slice of d. The projected
location of the vertical cross-section in a and b is denoted by the black line in c.
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Figure 7: Temporal evolution of differ-
ent parameters in the simulation with
rigid rotation of sunspot. a, Magnetic
energies are shown with the left y-axis. The
black line shows result with continuous rota-
tion. The gray line shows the energy inject-
ed into the volume from the bottom bound-
ary through the surface rotational flow, that
is, a time integration of total Poynting flux
at the bottom surface. The green, red, and
blue lines show results of runs with the ro-
tation switched off at t = 20 ts, 23 ts, and
26 ts, respectively. All the energies are nor-
malized by the initial potential field energy
E0, which is 3.04 × 1030 erg in the simula-
tion, and is 1.22 × 1033 erg if scaled to the
realistic value. The two black dashed lines
show evolution of the energies of the open
field (the upper one) and the potential field
(the lower one). The red dashed line shows
the rotational degree with the right y-axis. b,
Kinetic energies (solid lines) with the left y-
axis, and thickness of the current layer (solid
lines with stars) with the right y-axis. Same
as in a, the line colored in black, green, red,
and blue show results of the continuous rota-
tion run, and runs with the sunspot rotation
stopped at t = 20 ts, 23 ts, and 26 ts, respec-
tively. c, A time stack map of the current
distribution around x, y = 0 for the continu-
ous rotation run, which is used to show the
evolution speed of the erupting structure. d,
The same time stack map of current distri-
bution as c but for the simulation run with
sunspot rotation stopped at t = 23 ts. The
typical speed of the structures are denoted
by the dashed lines.
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Figure 8: Pre-eruption evolution of magnetic field and current density in the
data-driven simulation. a, The magnetic flux distribution at the bottom surface. b,
Synthetic images of coronal emission from current density. c, Vertical cross-section of the
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Figure 10: Temporal evolution of differ-
ent parameters in the data-driven sim-
ulation. a, Total unsigned magnetic flux at
the bottom surface in both observation (the
black curve) and the simulation (the blue
curve). Both values are normalized by their
initial value at t = 0. b, The total magnetic
energy is shown by the solid black line, and
the potential field energy by the dashed black
line, with y-axis on the left, and the free ener-
gy (i.e., the total magnetic energy subtracted
by the potential field energy) is shown by the
solid red line with the right y-axis. All the
energies are normalized by the initial poten-
tial field energy at t = 0. c, The degree of
non-potentiality of the coronal field, as mea-
sured by the ratio of total magnetic energy
Etotal to the corresponding potential field en-
ergy Epotential. For reference, the ratio of the
open field energy to the potential field ener-
gy is shown by the dashed line. d, Kinetic
energies with axis in the left, and width of
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the closed short arcades corresponding to the post-flare loops. The color denotes the
time of minutes after the simulation eruption onset time. The background gray image
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and 6 (the boxed blue line) times of the background average brightness.
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Supplementary Figure 2. The initial state of the simulations. a, Magnetic field
lines as seen from above. The field lines are false-colored by the values of the force-free
factor α = J ·B/B2. The background is shown by the magnetic flux distribution on the
bottom surface, and the thick gray curves are shown for the PIL, i.e., where Bz = 0. b,
Same as a but seen in a 3D perspective view. c, Profiles of Alfvén speed and plasma β
with height along a vertical line with footpoint at the center of the main sunspot. d, The
rotational flow at the bottom surface as used in the simulation with rigid rotation of the
sunspot. The background is shown by the magnetic flux distribution.
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Supplementary Figure 3. Estimation of the rotation speed of the sunspot. a,
Vectors show the divergence-free components of the surface flow averaged for the three-
day data covering 2014 September 8-10. The background image shows the magnetic flux
density Bz, also averaged for the three-day HMI data. The circle denotes the rotating
sunspot, and the centre of the circle is the rotating center. The radial lines are sampled
to estimate the profile of angular speed of different radial distances from the circle center.
Here 10 lines are shown and in the actual computation we used 100 lines with azimuthal
angle distributed evenly from 0 to 2π. The red plus symbol marks the point with the
largest Bz in the sunspot. It can be regarded as the center of the sunspot and it is close
to the rotation center. b, Profile of angular speed at different radial distance from the
rotation center. The thin coloured lines denote the values along the corresponding radial
lines (by the same colours) as shown in a. The thick line denotes the average value of all
the azimuthal angles from 0 to 2π.
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Captions for Supplementary Videos780

• Supplementary Video 1. Evolution of total unsigned magnetic flux (top), mag-781

netic flux distribution (bottom left), and continuum image (bottom right) of AR782

12158 in four days of 7–10 September 2014.783

• Supplementary Video 2. The flare eruption observed by SDO/AIA in different784

EUV wavelengths and the associated soft X-ray light curve recorded by GOES. Also785

an animation version for Figure 2 and Figure 3.786

• Supplementary Video 3. Evolution of magnetic field lines (left), current densi-787

ty (middle), and magnetic squashing factor (right) in the simulation (for the core788

region) with rigid rotation of sunspot. The left two panels and correspond to the789

animation versions of Figure 4a and b, respectively, and the middle top panel corre-790

sponds to Figure 4c. The bottom middle and right panels correspond to Figure 5a791

and b, respectively. The top right panel corresponds to Figure 6c.792

• Supplementary Video 4. Evolution of magnetic field lines and current density793

(for the whole region) in the simulation with rigid rotation of sunspot. Also an794

animation version for Figure 6a and b.795

• Supplementary Video 5. Same as Supplementary Video 4 but with the sunspot796

rotation stopped at t = 23 ts.797

• Supplementary Video 6. Evolution of magnetic field lines (top), current density798

(bottom left), and kinetic energy (bottom right) in the data-driven simulation.799
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